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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CH.A.NCERY DIVISION.

Before MR. JUSTICE BYRNE.

November 14th, 18th, 19th, and 26th, and December 3rd and 4th, 1903.

IN THE COURT OF ApPEAL.

5 Before LORDS JUSTICES VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, STIRLING, and COZENS-HARDY.

March 1st, 1901.

DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE COMPANY} LD. v. NORTH BRITISH

RUBBER COMPANY, LD.

Patent. - Action for infringement.-Licence. - Construction; -" Use and
10 "exercise,."-Licence whether full or lim1'ted.- Whether acts complained of ioere

covered by the licence.-Goods made abroad by third persons on behalf of
Defendants.-Counterclaim for breach by Plaintiffs of aqreemeni contained
in licence limiting the number of licences.-Plaintiffs settling with infringers,
whether a breach of agreement.-Action dismissed.e-Uounterclaim dismissed.-

15 Appeal by Plaintiffs in the action dismissed.

A licence hauina been gran/ted under Bartlett's Patent relating to pneumatic
tyres, the oumers of the Patent commenced an action for infringement
against the licensees, alleging that certain acts of the licensees were not
covered by the licence. Full licence to use and exercise the invention was

20 granted, but certain clauees of the licence, including those relating to royalties
and accounts, referred only to tyres manufactured and sold by the licensees ,
there was also a clause prohibiting assignment or sub-licence, and a clause that
the .licensees should not manufacture or sell tyres constructed according to
Welch's invention, but, subject as aforesaid, should be entitled to manufacture

25 all forms ofpneumatic tyres theretofore manufactured by them under the name
or title of" Clincher." The Plaintiffs contended that the Defendants had
in..fringed the Patent by the importation and sale of Clincher-Michelin tyres,
such importation and sale not beirtg, as the Plaintiffs aUeged, within the
licence, and they also alleged that the arrangement between the Defendants and

30 Michelin & Co., ofParis, was such that the Defendants were in effect sub-licensing
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Michelin & 00. They further alleged that by the clause as to Welch's Patent
the Defendants were prohibitedjrom making.any tyre under Bartlett's Patent
that would also infringe Welch's Patent. The Defendants contended, on the first
point, that the licencewas a general one and that they were entitled to purchase tyres
from any person, and also that Michelin & Co. were manufacturing the tyres as 5
their agents; and, on the secondpoint, that an absolute licence without limitation
was given to use Bartlett's invention. These points were decided as points of con
struction on admissions, and the Plaintiffs eubsequentiu determined to call no
evidence to show that the Welch Patent was used in the tyres complained of. The
licence also contained a clauseprohibiting the Plaintiffs, in events which happened, 10
from granting more than one licence besides the licence above mentioned and one
other already granted. ' The Plaintiffs granted a further licence, which was
assigned to the O. Oompany, and afterwards did certain acts which, the Defen
dants contended, were breaches by the Plaintiffs of their agreement, and the (.~

Defendants counterclaimed in respect of the same. Such acts consisted, as the 15
Defendants alleged, of lioensinq tyres in Paris for importation into this
country, and of licensing in England tyres brought into this country by
infringers by allowing the continued use of such tyres on payment of a royalty.
The Plaintiffs contended that they .toere not in any way bound under the
contract, which contained a special clause as to infringements, to sue for 20
infrinqement, and that in the instances complained o/they had only done what
they were reasonably entitled to do in cases of infringement.

Held, by Byrne, J., in the action-first, that, under the licence, the tyres sold by
the Defendants must be manufactured by them, but might nevertheless bemanu-
factured for them by a third party, and that the agreement between the Defen- 25
dants and Michelin & Co. was for Michelin & Co. to make as agents for the
Defendants, and,jurther, that the arranqement did not amount to a sub-licence;
and, secondly, that the Defendants might manufacture according to Bartlett's
Patent, and all things that they had done-preuious to the licence were to be
deemed to bewithin, Bartlett's Patent, but they might not manufacture according 30
to Welch's Patent.

Held, on the Oounterclaim-first, that the Defendants had failed to connect
thePlaintijfs with the acts in Paris complained of; and, secondly, that, as to
the acts complained of in England, they only amounted to a fair and reasonable
w~y of dealing. with i,nfringers. 35

The actionand counterclaim were both dismissed 'with costs, including in the
costs of the act/ion given to-the Defendants the costs of and occasioned by an
applicatio.n made by the Plaintiffs to enable them to raise the point as to
_Wcl~h'~_o,P~~~~t, tf)l!iq", application was allowed, and any costs thrown away
in consequence of it, UJith a set-off. 40

The Plaintiffs appealed (except as tv the point with respect to Welch's Patent),
.and the Dejendants served a notice that; in the. event 0/ the Court of Appeal
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reversing the [udament in the action, they would ask that the J·udgment on ·the
Counterclaim might be reversed; as the Plaintiffs' appeal jailed, however, the
Defendants' appeal was not opened.

Held, by the Court of Appeal, that the licence was a full one, not limited, as
5 the Plaintiffs contended, to "manufacture and' sale." The judqment of

Byrne, J., in the action was affirmed, Stirling, L.J., expressing the opinion
also that Michelin & Co. were agents oj' the Defendants as held by Byrne, J.
The appeal of the Plaintiffs was disrnissed with costs, but the Plaintiffs were
given any increased costs occasioned by the Defendants' appeal.

10 Pel" VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-The words" use and exercise" in the .grant
of a licence confer, in the absence of anything limiting .the construction of them,
a full licence on the licensee.

In 1890 Letters Patent (No. 16,783 of 1890) were granted to w. E. Bartlett
for an invention of " Improvements in tyres or rims for cycles or othervehicles,"

15 The first claim of the Specification was as follows, :-" The combination ofa
" grooved rim or metal tyre, and an arched tyre of india-rubber or other flexible
" material held in the groove by the pressure of an inflated tube within the
" arch which forces its edges against the sides of the groove, substantially as
lo' described." The Complete Specification, together with Fig. 1 of the drawings,

20 will be found in the report of Gormully and Jeffery Manufacturing Oompany
v. North British Rubber Company (15 R.P.C. 245).

On the Lst of May 1896 an Agreement was entered into between the North.
British BubberComparur, Ld., then the owners of Bartlett's Patent, which is
hereinafter referred to as "the Patent," of the first part, W. E. Bartlett,

25 of the second part, and the Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ld., of the third
part, whereby the Pneumatic Tyre Oom.pany agreed to buy the Patent,
together with other Patents therein mentioned, for 200,000l. in cash, and by
clause (9) the Pneumatic Tyre Oompany was concurrently with the execution
of the assignment of the Patents to grant a licence to the North British Rubber

30 Comparu) to use the Patent, and the licence was to contain the provisions in the
.said agreement set out. The Agreement also contained provisions with respect
to the litigation then proceeding between the parties.

By a Deed dated the 23rd of July 1896, and made between the Dunlop
Pneumatic Tyre CO'mpany, Ld. (the assignees of the Pneurnatic Tyre Comparu),

35 Ld.), of the first part, the Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ld., of the second part
(which parties of the first and second parts were therein called the licensors),
and the North British Rubber Oompany, Ld. (thereinafter called the
licensees), of the third part, after referring to the Agreement of the Ist of
May 1896, and after a clause referring to other Patents, (2) in further

,,40 pursuance of the said agreements and in consideration of the royalty therein
after reserved or made payable, and of the covenants and agreements on, the

.part of the licensees thereinafter contained, the Ilcensors thereby granted
unto the licensees full licence under the Patent to use and exercise the inven
tion protected by the Patent during the term of the Patent or any' prolongation

:45 thereof, paying therefor the royalty' next thereinafter mentioned.. The Deed
contained the following clauses (inter alia) :-"(3) The licensees shall be entitled
" to manufacture within the United Kingdom pneumatic tyres under this licence
" for sale outside the United Kingdom without payment of any royalty to the
" licensors or either of them, but all such tyres shall be marked beforebeing

50 " sent out by the licensees by having the words,' Not licensed for use in the
" , United Kingdom' or other similar wordsmarked upon them, so as to prevent
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" the reimportation of the same into the United Kingdom by persons to whom
" they have been sold by the licensees, but on any such sale as is intended under
,~ this clause the licensees will obtain an agreement from the purchasers of such
" tyres not to sell the same in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
" and will strictly enforce the said agreement. (4) The licensees shall as from 5
"the 1st day of ~fay 1896, and until the licensors shall have obtained the
" agreement mentioned in clause 5 of these presents, pay to the parties hereto.
" of the first part a royalty of 58. per pair upon all tyres manufactured and sold

," by them under the licence contained in clause 2 of these presents, such royalty
" to be payable half yearly, and to become due and be paid at the end of two 10
" calendar months after the expiration of the half year during which the same
" tyres shall have been manufactured or sold." Clauses 6 and 7 provided for
keeping and rendering' accounts of all tyres "manufactured and sold" by the
licensees. "(8) So long as the licensees shall in each year (calculated from the
" Ist day of May to the 30th day of April in the following year) sell not less 15
"than 25,000 pairs of pneumatic tyres manufactured under" the Patent" the
" licensors shall only be entitled to grant one licence (other than and besides
" the licence already granted and mentioned in the third schedule hereto and
" the licence granted by these presents) to manufacture and sell the invention
" protected by" the Patent. "(10) The licensees shall not manufacture or sell 20
" tyres constructed after the invention of Charles Kingston Welch (No. 14,563
" of the year 1890),· but, subject as aforesaid, the licensees shall be entitled to
., manufacture all forms of pneumatic tyres heretofore manufactured by them
" under the name or title of 'Olincher Tyres,' and shall be entitled to make
" such modiflcations in the form of the-rims and in the sections of the covers 25
" as may be necessary to meet the public requirements and to keep up the
" trade in 'Olinc"fter Tyres,' and no proceedings for infr-ingement of the said
" Letters Patent mentioned in the first and second schedules hereto" (which
included the Patent) "or of any Letters Patent the property of the licensors, or
" either of them, shall be commenced against the Iicenaees or any purchaser 30
" from them inrespect of any' Olinclier Tyres' manufactured by them before
" the 1st day of May last. (12) The licensors shall at their own expense take
., all steps and pay all fees necessary to maintain the said Letters Patent
" mentioned in the first and second schedules hereto during the full term for
" which they were respectively granted, and shall after notice of infringement 35
"commence and prosecute such actions against persons infringing the said
" Letters Patent as in the opinion of Mr. John Fletcher Moulton, Q.C., and Mr.
"Roger William Wallace, Q.C., and Mr. Arthur James Walter, Barrister-
" at-Law, it is desirable or expedient to commence and prosecute. (14) The
" licensees shall not assign or transfer the licences granted by these presents, 40
" or either of them, to any person or Company other than their successors in
" business or grant any sub-licence to any person, persons, or Company."

On the 26th of January 1903 the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Oompany, Ld.
commenced an action against the licensees for infringement of the Patent.

The Plaintiffs by their Statement of Claim alleged that they were the owners 45
of the Patent, and that the Defendants had infringed the same, and claimed an
injunction to restrain the Defendants from infringing- the Patent by the manu
facture, sale, or offering for sale of Olincher-Micheiin. tyres, and other relief.

The Particulars of Breaches alleged-(l) that the Defendants 'had infringed,
and by advertisements, circulars, and the continuous offer for sale threatened 50
to infringe the Patent by making, selling, and offering for sale Clincher
Michelin tyres and parts thereof made in accordance with the invention claimed
in the Patent; (2) that the Plaintiffs complained of the importation into

* The Specification is set out in the report of Pneumatio Tyrs Company, Lit. v. Leicester
Pneumatic Tyre, 4"c., 00l1lJpan1/, 16 R.P.C. 581.
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this country from abroad and of one offer for sale and sale by the Defendants
of a tyre marked and called by the Defendants and known by the name of the
" Clincher-Michelin" tyre; (3) that the Defendants on the 24th day of
February 1903 sold to M. S. Foley, of Meadow Street, Manchester, Lancashire,

:> a pneumatic tyre not of the Plaintiffs' manufacture made in accordance with
the inventions claimed in all the claiming clauses of the Patent.

The Defendants by their Defence and counterclaim (stating it shortly)-(l)
denied infringement, and alleged that the acts of which complaint was made
were done by the Defendants under the licence of the Plaintiffs as thereinafter

10 appearing; (2) stated the licence; (a) that by the licence it was provided that
the Plaintiffs should (in certain events which had happened) only be entitled
to grant one further licence to manufacture and sell the invention protected by
the Patent; (4) that by the licence it was provided that the Plaintiffs should,
after notice of infringement, commence and prosecute such action against

15 persons infringing the Patent as in the opinion of J. F. Moulton, K.O, R. W.
Wallace, K.C., and A. J. Waller was desirable or expedient; (5) that by a deed
of the 1st of March 1897 the Plaintiffs granted a licence under the Patent, and
that such licence was transferred to the Clipper Oompany; (6) that, prior to
this action and to the acts complained of,jhe Plaintiffs authorised and permitted

20 the Olipper Oompany under their licence to import and sell tyres not of the
manufacture of the Plaintiffs or the Otipper Oompany and made in accordance
with the Patent; (7) that the Defendants complained to the Plaintiffs of such
importations, but the Plaintiffs continued to authorise and permit them, and that
by reason of such facts the Defendants contended that the Plaintiffs were

25 estopped from saying that the Defendants were not under their licence also

equally entitled to import such tyres and to do the acts of which complaint wasor
made by Plaintiffs in the action; (8) that the Plaintiffs had granted licences
under the Patent other than the one in paragraph 5 mentioned, and had
permitted the importation into and user in this country of tyres made abroad

30 in accordance with the Patent in the manner stated in the Particulars delivered
therewith, by reason whereof the Plaintiffs were not entitled in any case to
claim any injunction against the Defendants. In the counterclaim the Defen
dants (9) referred to the deed of the 1st of May 1896; (10) alleged the transfer
to the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Oompany, Ld., of the rights of the Pneumatic

35 Ture OornpanJI, Ld., under and subject to the terms and conditions in such
deed contained; (11) repeated paragraph 3 of the Defence; (12) alleged that
the Plaintiffs had granted licences under the Patent contrary to the terms and
provisions of the said deeds of the 1st of May 1896 and the 23rd of July 1896,
and in breach of the agreements therein contained, whereby the Defendants

40 had suffered serious loss and damage, Particulars being deli vered therewith.
The Particulars, as amended, alleged (inter alia)-(l) that on the 1st of

March 1897 the Plaintiffs by deed granted to Thornas Couchman Phelps full
licence, power and authority under the Patent to use and exercise the invention
protected thereby, and to import and sell tyres made abroad, and in particular

45 had authorised the Clipper Oompany to import and sell tyres made by Messrs.
Michelin &; 00. in France and by the Continental Caoutchouc and Gutta Percha
Oompany in Hanover ; (2) that the Plaintiffs had prior to and since the issue
of the writ in the action licensed the use in this country of the tyres (for
vehicles a~d cycles) of foreign manufacture imported into this country upon

50 motor vehicles and otherwise; that in particular the Defendants complained
of licences to use imported tyres granted by Plaintiffs to-(A)· H. P.
Salsbury for three unnamed tyres branded on the 19th of Febr-uary
1903, "Undertaking given L. .l.lf. Bergin"; (B) Oharlee Siebert, chaffeur
to L. E. Ralli, for two Michelin tyres and one continental tyre branded

55 on the 14th of April 1903, "Undertaking given L. M. Bergin" ; (3) that the
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Plaintiffs had prior to and since the issue of the writ in the action licensed the
tyres of foreign manufacturers under the Patent for importation into and use
in this country ; that in particular F. G. Fenton in Paris, as agent of Plaintiffs
or of the Clipper Oompany, and with the consent of the Plaintiffs, had from
time to time during ~1902 and 1903 branded in Paris motor tyres made by 5
Michelin &; 00. with the words" Clipper Tyres, manufactured by the licence
"of the Dunlop Oompany," and such tyres had been imported into this
country. [The names of the persons who had been supplied with and had used
such tyres were given.] (4) (5) and, (6) contained further allegations as to the
Plaintiffs authorising or licensing the importation of tyres; (7) that the 10
numbers and dates of the acts of the Plaintiffs contrary to the. terms and
provisions of the said deeds of the 1st of May 1896 and the ~3rd of July 1896,
save as therein above stated, were not known to the Defendants, but the Defen-..
dants would claim full compensation in respect of all such acts; the Defendants
were unable to give further or better Particulars until they shall have had 15
discovery. Additional Particulars were afterwards given of paragraph 3.

The Plaintiffs by their Reply. (inter alia) alleged (4) that paragraph 4 of the
Defence was irrelevant; (5) that the Plaintiffs were not estopped as alleged;
and in their Defence to the counterclaim (7) objected that all necessary parties
were not before the Court.; (11) denied the facts alleged in paragraph 12 of the 20
counterclaim save that they granted to one T. O. Phelps, as they were entitled
to, do, .a ." licence under the Patent, which licence was owned by the Clipper
Oompany'; (12) alleged that, save as aforesaid, they had granted no licence
under the Patent; (13) that, as to the matters alleged in paragraph 2 of the
Particulars, the Plaintiffs did not admit any of the matters alleged therein; 23,
the Plaintiffs had in the case of races held in this country permitted as an act
of courtesy vehicles with infringing tyres upon them to be used in this country
upon 'condition 'that such vehicles were taken out of this country after the race;
thePlaintiffs had in other cases where purchasers of cars had imported cars
with infring-ing tyres upon them into this country settled their claims for 30
damages for infringement of Patent against such persons by reselling to the
infringers the tyres which would have had to be delivered up to the Plaintiffs
as infrlngements : that if in either of the cases referred to in paragraph 2 of the
Particulars persons had been allowed to retain infringing tyres (which was not
admitted) such persons were allowed to retain the same under the circumstances 35
aforesaid; (14)fas to the matters alleged in paragraphs 3, 4, and 6 of the Particulars,
the Plaintiffs were the owners of the Patent, and, whilst not admitting any of
the facts alleged in such paragraphs, the Plaintiffs as owners of the said Letters
Patent were entitled to authorise their licensees, the Clipper Oompany, to have
their tyres manufactured at such places as they might think fit; (15) as to the 40
matters .alleged in paragraph 5 of the Particulars, the Plaintiffs, whilst not
admitting any of the facts alleged, were entitled as owners of the said Letters
Patent to have their tyres manufactured for them at such places as they thought
fit; (16) alleged estoppel by acquiescence on the part of the Defendants. By
an amendment made by leave on the 20th of November 1903, after the commence- 45
ment and adjournment of the trial: the Plaintiffs alleged (17) alternatively that
under and by virtue of the licence the Defendants were entitled, subject to the
conditions in the licence mentioned, to use and exercise the invention protected
by Bartlett's Patent; (18) that under and by virtue of clause 10 of the licence
the Defendants were only entitled under the licence to use such forms of 50
pneumatic tyres constructed under Bartlett's Patent as were not also constructed
after the invention of Welch (No. 14,563 of 1890); (19) that the Ulincher..
Michelin tyres complained of in the action were such forms of pneumatic
tyres constructed under Bartlett's Patent as were also constructed under
Welch's Patent, and in respect of such tyres the Defendants had no licence; 55
(20) .that theDefendants were not entitled to assign. or" transfer the licence or
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grant sub-licences; and (21) that the acts of the Defendants in the action
complained of were an assignment or transfer of the licence or a sub-licence
thereunder to Messrs. Michelin, and the licence did not authorise or empower
the Defendants or grant any licence to the Defendants to sell or deal in tyres

:> procured by the Defendants from Messrs. Michelin. [This amendment was
afterwards struck out, or treated as struck out, under the circumstances
mentioned below.]

On the 14th of November 1903 a Summons, adjourned from Chambers, for
leave to administer interrogatories 10 the Plaintiffs, came on before Buckley, J.,

10' but the Plaintiffs stated that it would be impossible for them to answer the
interrog-atories before the case came on for trial, and the Defendants stated that
they did not assent to a postponement of the trial, and Buckley, J., under the
circumstances, made no Order.

The action came on for trial on the l8th of November 1903. Early in the
15 course of the trial the" Defendants admitted that a tyreproduced was made in

accordance with the Patent and imported from France by them.
T. Terrell, K.C., andA. J. Walter (instructed by J. B. and F. Purchase)

appeared for the Plaintiffs; Cripps, K.O., Bous.field, 1(.0., and W. Neill
(instructed by J. Nicholle & Son) appeared for the Defendants.

20 Terrell, K.C., for thePlaintiffs.-This is an action for infringement of
Bartlett's Patent. The Defendants are licensees of the Patent, and the
Plaintiffs say that the Defendants have gone outside the conditions of the
licence, and are therefore unlicensed. The licence is a limited one. [The
pleadings were referred to.] The question is, whether the Defendants have

25 done things not authorised by the licence? Prima facie they have infringed.
In 1896 the Plaintiffs owned the Welch Patent. The Defendants owned
Bartlett's Patent. [Fig. 2 of the Specification and the claim were referred to.]
The Defendants were making tyres according to Bartlett and the Plaintiffs sued
them on Welch, alleging that the edges of the Defendants' tyres were made

30 inextensible. The Plaintiffs were then alleging that the Bartlett tyres would
not hold on unless the edges were made inextensible, Under these circum
stances the agreement of the 1st of May 1896 was entered into, by which the
Plaintiffs bought the Bartlett Patent for 200,000l. and agreed to grant a limited
licence to the Defendants, they paying a royalty of 2s. 6d. a tyre. On the

35 .23rd of July 1896 the licence was granted. At that time only bicycle or
tricycle tyres were contemplated; motor cars were not then practicable. I
shall not contend that the Defendants cannot make motor tyres, although the
price is very different. Subsequently to the licence, the Plaintiffs and Defen
dants both commenced to make motor tyres, and two questions now arise, viz. :

40 Is the licence one enabling the Defendants to import, or only to make and sell
tyres? Is it a limited licence to use Bartlett's invention provided that Welch
is not used as well, and, if so, is the tyre complained of therefore outside the
scope of the licence as including Welch? [The licence was then read. ] 'I'he words
" manufacture and sell" are very important. If the Plaintiffs are wrong, and if

45 the Defendants do not themselves manufacture, then there is no royalty payable.
The important clause as to Welch is clause 10. [Bouefield; K.C.-The Defen
dants have had no notice that infringement of the Welch Patent was to be
raised.] The Plaintiffs are not attacking the Defendants in this action for
infringing Welch, but say that they are not entitled to make a type of

50 Bartlett tyre involving the use of Welch. [Bousfield, K.O.-We are taken by
surprise as to the Welch point. There is also the question whether it is within
the pleadings. The writ is only for infringing Bartlett, and the Particulars of
Breaches complain of nothing more. The Defence alleges that the Defendants are
licensed, and comprises a special defence of estoppel. The Reply does not raise the

55 point.] It is true the point only occurred to the Plaintiffs three days ago, but the
pleadings raise the whole question-that what is done is not covered by the licence.
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I do not need to amend; it is a question only of Particulars. [BYRNE, J.-I will
allow amendment upon terms if 3TOU like and try the questions of construction
and leave the question of terms until application is made for adjournment.
I will let you continue the opening until an application is made.] There is an
express limitation of the licence. A Defendant may infringe the two Patents 5
by one tyre. This is not a licence to make Welch; clause 10. can only mean
in the course of making Bartlett you shall not make Welch; that is the only
possible construction of the clause. As to importation, the agreement must be
looked at as a whole. No royalties are payable unless a tyre is "manufactured
" and sold" ; so as to accounts. There are provisions as to manufacturing in 10
England and selling abroad, but there are no provisions as to importing or
selling tyres manufactured abroad. Also clause 10 says, " manufacture or sell."
Clause 14 prohibits sub-licensing, but the Defendants are licensing Michelin &:
00. to sell in England and are acting as intermediaries. The Defendants cannot
buy from Michelit~ & Go. so as to cover that. [Orippt~, K.C.-We admit that the 15
Defendants have imported, and we submit that they are entitled to do so.] They
areentitled to make and sell the tyres, but not to import. The Defendants have
full licence to use and exercise the invention, but for the' construction of those
words the licence must be read as a whole. If the Defendants are right, the
Plaintiffs get nothing' from the licence so far as motor tyres are concerned. 20
[The form of Letters Patent in the first schedule to the Patents, &c. Act, 1883,
was referred to.] The words "make, use, exercise, and vend" are there
used. But the words in the licence are" use and exercise," and these must
be read with the other parts of the licence. It was never intended that the
Defendants should buy from other persons, thereby really licensing such 25
persons; whilst by the terms of the licence the Plaintiffs are very strictly
limited as to granting other licences. [Cripps, K.C., admitted that a tyre
produced was a tyre made in accordance with Bartlett's Patent and imported
from France by the Defendants.] [An Agreement between the Defendants and
Michelin & Oo. of the 29th of January 1903, which is referred to in the judgment, 30
was then read.] That Agreement is really a licence, and is forbidden by clause 14.
On the second point, the licence is not to extend to Bartletttyres which involve
the use of Welch. Such a tyre, as the admitted tyre, had never in fact been
made at the date of the licence. We say that it makes use of Welch in fact,
even though it may use Bartlett too. No motor car tyre can be used without 35
the .~Jelch principle, at all events in reserve; a stiffened edge is necessary, as
in the admitted tyre.

Or'ipps, K.C., and Bousfield, K.C., for the Defendants.-We will, if the Court
thinks it convenient, now state our case. We submit that the Defendants are
entitled under the licence to import Bartletttyres manufactured abroad. There 40
are three points against us-that the agreement only contemplates manufacture'
and sale; that the agreement with Michelin & Co. is a sub-licence; and-that
the tyre produced is an infringement. Full licence is granted to "use and
"exercise" the invention. This means, in the widest commercial sense of the
words, that the Defendants may carryon their business in the patented article. 45
The Plaintiffs could not prevent manufacture abroad, so that does not come in
question. If someone manufactures in this country and sells to the Defendants
they do not infringe, although the manufacturer may. "Use and exercise"
must include manufacture and sale, but the Plaintiffs argue that the licence is
limited to "manufacture and sell." The Defendants have never contended 50
that a royalty would not be payable on sale only; they do not contend that
they could escape from royalty by importing and selling. If so, the only
result is that royalty is not payable; but the grant is not cut down. But our
contention is that "manufacture and sell" may be read disjunctively. The
Defendants are entitled to carryon their business in the .tyres in the fullest 55
sense. Then as to the agreement with Michelin it Co., the sale is to take place
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abroad, no doubt to prevent their being infringers. If they had manufactured
here they would be infringers, but the Defendants would not be infringers.
The fact that a share of profits in the Defendants' motor-car department -is
~iven to Michelin & Co. is immaterial. There is no partnership. Manufacture

5 and sale abroad of a patented article is not infringement; but if the sale is
in this country there is infringement unless the article is sold by a licensee.
Again, it is said clause 10 makes the Defendants liable; this clause does not
affect their right to use the Bartlett Patent; that was the very question which
the Agreements were meant to get over. [BYRNE, J.-It is contemplated that

] 0 Bartlett can be made without infringing Welch, but it is arguable that, if wires
were put in, it might be Bartlett made according to Welch.] Clause 10 does
not limit the Defendants' rights to make under Bartlett. It allows them togo
outside the strict Bartlett so long as they do not infringe Welch. As regards
the Clincher tyres, we might go on manufacturing them as before. If, as

15 admitted, what we have made is Bartlett, then cadit qucestio. 'I'he Plaintiffs' own
case is that we are making Bartlett; that is the very thing that we are entitled
to do. [B~RNE, J.-It is said that the tyre complained of infringes Bartlett
and Welch as well.'] The Plaintiffs are not under the licence entitled to
complain of it ; there is no limit to our licence to use Bartlett. [BYRNE, J.-

20 Does not clause 10 nlean that the Defendants shall not manufacture, even
although within the Bartlett Patent, if they infringe Welch?J I submit not.
Clause 10 extends, but does not limit, the licence. "Clincher" means a tyre
made by the Defendants. It was a question at that time whether Bartlett was
an infringement of Welch, and it was intended to deal with that position. If

25 the Plaintiffs are right as to clause 10, they could set up that the Defendants"
were left in the same position as before the licence because they infringed.
Welch. [BYRNE, J.--In the document there is a distinction between the two
inventions.] As to clause 8, the Plaintiffs wanted the Defendants to sell as
many tyres as possible, and the Defendants stipulated that they should have as

30 competitors only one other further licensee. The existing licensees did not
manufacture themselves; the Plaintiffs allowed the Iicensees to get others to
manufacture for them, and this was the accepted commercial meaning of the
licence. The Defendants were entitled to set others to manufacture for them and
to purchase from the manufacturers; the Plaintiffs' interest was that the output

:-:\5 should be as large as possible. 'I'he licence was to put the Defendants
unrestrictedly in the position of the Patentee. The Defendants could not be
liable for purchasing from anyone, whether infringer or not, although the
infringer could be sued. The licensee has of course to pay the royalty; he
could make tyres himself, why could he not purchase? In substance, the

40 Defendants have gone abroad aud brought the tyres in. They could set up a
manufactory in Holland and import the tyres made there. Then, as to the
arrangement with Michelin &; Co., no licence is wanted for anything done
abroad, so there is no sub-licence to Michelin. &: 00. ; no act in this country has
been licensed. The question of stiffened edges had been raised before the

45 licence, and no question has ever been raised since as to them. Assuming that
the Defendants are using Welch, clause 10 is 110t a condition or limitation on the
grant. If there is any right, it is merely one of damages for breach of covenant.

Terrell, K.C., in reply.-This agreement with Michelin ~ 00. is a sub-licence
within clause 14. Michelin &; 00. are to have part of the ,. profit and advantage"

50 granted by the Patent. Michelin &; Cu. are interested in the resale in England
of the tyres, and are sub-licensees. Clause 2 must not be read alone as the grant,
for, if so, manufacture and sale are not included. I say they are included, but
the Agreement must be read as a whole. Clause 10 licences the pure Bartlett,
but not the form of Bartlett which involves Welch.

5') BYRNE, J.-This is an action to restrain infringement of what may be called
for shortness Bartlett's Patent, brought by licensors against licensees. So far

p
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as I have at present to deal with the matter, the point at issue is whether or not
the Defendant.s can justify what they have done as being lawful by virtue of
the terms of their licence from the Plaintiffs. I have been asked by both
parties, first, to determine certain questions of construction arising on the
licence on admitted facts. These being disposed of, there are, or may be, other 5
questions to be dealt with, The short facts not in dispute are as follows :-In
theyear 18~)6 there was a pending litigation between the Plaintiffs, the owners
or the Welch Patent, and the Defendants, the owners of the Bartlett Patent,
involving the question whether what was being done by the Defendants under
Bartlett's Patent was an infringement of the Welch Patent. These disputes were 10
put an end to by the terms of an Agreement dated thejlst of May 1896, whereunder
the Plaintiffs became the purchasers of Bartlett's Patent for 200,000l., and were to
grant a licence upon certain terms. 'I'he Agreement was carried out. The Plaintiffs
became the owners of the Bartlett Patent, and they granted a licence to the
Defendants, dated the 23rJ of July 1896, the terms of which I shall have to 15
refer to particularly later; but to complete the necessary statement of facts
before I proceed, the Defendants have entered into an Agreement with Messrs.
Michelin, & Co., a French Iirm of tyre manufacturers, dated the 29th of January
1903,thp.leadingpartoftheAgreement being as follows :-" It is mutually agreed
" as follows: Messrs. Michelin« Co. will manufacture for the North British 20
" Rubber OUJnp':J/ity, Ld., all such pneumatic tyres for motor cars and other
"vehicles under the Bartlett (British.) Patent (No. 16,783 of 1890) as the
" North. Britisb Rubber Oompany, Ld., are entitled to manufacture under the
" licence from the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Cornpany, Ld., dated the 23rd of
A. July 1896, other than cycle" motor cycle, and motor bicycle tyres, and as the 25
" North British Ruob»): .Oolnpany shall require for the United Kingdom upon
" the terms of remuneration, and subject to the mutual stipulations and con-
" ditions contained in a memorandum of such terms to be from time to time
,; agreed upon and signed by the said partie" hereto. The North British
r Liubber Compare], Ld., will not employ any other person to manufacture 30
" such tyres for them during the pendency of this agreement, but this stipnla-
,. tion is not to preclude the North British Rubber 001npctl~Y, Ld., from manu-
" facturing such tyres by their own servants at their own works to the number
to' of notmore than '5,000 t~ red in any year. All such tyres manufactured by
"Messrd. .Jll·chelil~ & 00. shall be marked, 'The Otincher-Michclin Tyre, 35
" 'Bartlett's Patent, manufactured for the North British Rubber Comparu],
" , Ld., by Aiichelin (~ Co., Clermont Ferrard.' Nothing in the said memorandum
" of terms or in the mode of remuneration or in the course of business between
" the parties shall be construed as making the relationship between the parties
" other than that hereby created, namely" that Messrs. Michel/in & 00. shall 40
" .manufacture such tyres solely as the manufacturing agents for the North
" British Rubber Comparut, Ld., and shall not have the right to make such
" tyres for, or to supply such tyros to, any person in the United Kingdom other
" than the North British. Rubber Companu, Ld." There was a second Agree
ment entered into embodying- the terms referred to in that Agreement. It 45
will not be necessary for me to go through it and I will avoid mentioning the
figures, but I will state what the essential provisions for the present purposes are:
" l\lessrs. Michelin (~ Co. shall deliver the Clincher- Jlichelin tyres as well as
'" the accessories free at Treport, Dunkirk, or any other French port required, at
" the prices and U pOll the conditions stated in their confidential tariff." Then 50
there are provisions for remuneration, and 1 think the next important one is
clause 4, which is that Co" payment for the tyres, or goods, shall be made on
"the last day of the month whi eh follows that in which they shall have
" been i nvoiced and shipped, and the same shall be nett," and so on, and the
invoice shall be dated on the day when the goods are despatched from Clermont 55
Ferrard. 'I'hen in clause 9 there is' a provision for taking back goods made
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by Messrs. Michelin &; 00. which the North British Rubber Company do not
sell, and, if they refuse to do so, then the North British Rubber Uompantt'
may sell. Then clause 14 provides: "In consideration of the special con
" cession given to the North British Rubber Oompany by Messrs. .Jfichelin &;

:> " Co., as shown by these terms, the North British Rubber Oornpany will give
" them a share of the profits in the motor tyre department," and then there are
provisions for ascertaining this share. Then clause 241s : "The present contract
"shall continue in force till the expiration of the Bartlett Patent, 1890,"
subject to something which I need not mention; and clauses 25 and 26

10 have in view possible litigation. Clause 25 provides that the Rubber Ol}rnpany
shall intimate to the Dunlop Companu, their licensors, their intention to have
their motor tyres manufactured for them by Messrs, Michelin &; 00. 'at Clermont
Ferrard, and to import them into the United Kingdorn, so that the Dunlop
Company may be made aware of, and, if they so desire, take steps to check the

15 quantities thus imported by the Rubber" ComlJany ; and then clause 26, is a
provision for making some arrangement about litigation, and the costs of
litigation. I do not think I need go further into detail.

The Defendants have under these Agreements bought and paid for, and taken
delivery of tyres in France which they have brought into England and sold.

20 They admit liability to pay royalty in respect of such goods. It is part of the
Plaintiffs' case, and it is admitted by the Defendants, that theseare made in
accordance with the Bartlett Patent, otherwise the Plainti ffs could not get the relief
for which they ask in the present action, and until within the last three days the
only contest, so far as the case has been heretofore' opened before me, was,

25 whether or not the Defendants are entitled to purchase and sell Bartlett tyres
as they have done; but a new question has been since raised, namely, whether or
not the tyres, though in accordance with the Bartlett Patent, are or are not also
in accordance with the lJTelch Patent, and on that ground not within the
licence.

30 So far as the new point is concerned, I have held that, so far as it depends on
fact, the Plaintiffs may amend so as to raise the qnestion specifically, upon
terms, but th.at the Defendants may have an adjournment to meet this new
question on evidence should it become necessary. The Defendants, however,
say that they can, on the construction of the licence, get rid of this new point

35 altogether.
'I'he points taken on behalf of the Plaintiffs are, first, that the terms of the

licence do not permit the purchase abroad of tyres made by third persons in
accordance with the Bartlett 'Patent, and their importation into England
and sale by the Defendants; secondly, that even if this be permissible, i~

40 cannot be done if the tyres, although made in accordance with the Bartlett
Patents, are also constructed after the invention of Welch; and, th.irdly, that
the particular bargain made with Messrs. Michelirl/ &; 00. amounts to a sub-
licence, and is contrary to the terms of clause 14 of the licence. .

I proceed to consider the terms of the licence itself, which requires examina-
45 tion with some particularity. It recites that the licensors are absolutely

entitled to the whole legal and beneficial interest in the inventions and Letters
Patent mentioned in the schedules, and then it recites shortly the Agreement
of the 1st of May 1896 which I have mentioned. The first clause provides
that in pursuance of this Agreement a licence is granted of a Patent not the subject

50 of the present action. Clause 2 is the first important clause. "In further
" pursuance of the said Agreement, and in consideration of the royalty herein
" after reserved or made payable and of the covenants and agreements on the
" part of the licensees hereinafter contained, the licensors do hereby grant unto
" the licensees full licence under the Letters Patent mentioned in the second

55 " schedule "-that is the Bartlett Patent-" to use and exercise the invention
" protected by the said Letters Patent during the term of such Letters Patent

p2
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"or an)" prolongation thereof, paying therefor the. royalty next hereinafter
,', mentioned. And it is hereby mutually covenanted and agreed between
"ann by the said respective parties hereto as follows." Then follows clause 3 :
"The licensees shall be entitled to manufacture within the United Kingdom
'.' pneumatic tyres under this licence for sale outside the United Kingdom 5
'~without payment of any royalty to the licensors or either of them, but all
" such tyres shall be marked before being sent out by the licensees by having .
" the words 'Not licensed for USA in the United Kingdom' or other similar
'.' words marked upon them, so as to prevent the reimportation of the same into
":the United Kingdom by persons to whom they have beep sold by the licensees, 10
'.'1 but on any such sale as is intended under this clause the licensees will obtain
"an agreement from the purchasers of such tyres not to sell the same in the
" United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and will strictly enforce the
" said agreement." Then clause 4 is: "The licensees shall as from the Lst day
'~ of May 1896, and until the licensors shall have obtained the Agreement 15
" mentioned in clause [) of these presents, pay to the parties hereto of the first
d part a royalty of 5s. per pair upon all tyres manufactured and sold by them
" under the licence contained.in clause 2 of these presents, snchroyalty to be
"payable half-yearly and, to' become due and to be paid at the end of two
" calendar months after the expiration of the half year during which the same 20
" tyres shall have been manufactured or sold."

I pause here for one moment, to say that any possible question that might
have been raised as to the generality of the terms of clause 2, by reason of the
'absence of the words "manufacture and sale "-the words being simply "use
" and exercise "-is entirely got rid of by the reference in clause 4 to manufacture 25
and sale under clause 2. Therefore, if clause 2 stood alone, it would be simply a
general licence, conferring, I imagine, all such rights as a Patentee can give to a
licensee. Clause 3, however, obviously limits, to some extent, what might be
done by a general licensee having no ·terms imposed upon him; because I
apprehend that, under a general Iicence, he would be entitled to sell abroad, 30
and the goods might come back again into England after he had sold them
abroad, and I think that that forms one limit to the generality of the preceding
words. I may say further that I think, considering the construction of this
document, what I have really to do is to consider fairly the meaning of the
whole of the terms, and that it will not do to start by saying: "Here is.a ~5

" licence in perfectly general terms, and what comes after is not to be construed
·u as limiting the terms of what goes before." It is a question of construction
in each case, looking at the whole instrument, whether what is granted is a full,
absolute, and entire licence, or whether it is granted upon terms which really
limit the licence. Clause 5 is material for a particular reason. It has not .40
come, I understand, into operation, but it provides' that" the licensors shall use
., their best endeavours to procure" certain firms mentioned "to enter into an
" agreement or agreements in writing with the licensees by which each of the
" said three Companies shall agree- to increase their prices for pneumatic tyres
"made under the Welch Patent, No. 14,563 of the year 1890, by 5s. per tyre;" 4·5
and in that case there is to be a rise in the royalty paid to the Dunlop
Company, and there are certain terms mentioned. I refer to this because
there is a reference there made to parties entitled to make pneumatic tyres
'under the Welch Patent. Clause 6 provides about keeping books, containing full
entries and particulars of all ityres manufactured and sold by the Defendants ·50
under the licence granted by clause 2 of the Agreement, Clause 7 provides for the
furnishing of accounts of all tyres manufactured and sold by them as aforesaid
during the preceding half-year. Clause 8 provides that: "So long as the
" licensees shall in each year (calculated-from the 1st day of May to the 30th of
"April in the following year) sell not less. than 25·,000 pairs of' pneumatic tyres <·55
,. manufactured under the Patent mentioned in the second schedule hereto,
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"the licensors shall only be entitled to grant one licence (other than and
'4 besides the licence already granted and mentioned in the thivd schedule
" hereto and the licence granted. by these presents) to manufacture and sell the
" invention protected- by the Letters Patent of Bartlett." Then clause 9, I do

~ not think I need refer to, but clause 10, which is important on one of the
questions, is this: "The licensees shall not manufacture or sell tyres constructed
" after the invention of Charles Kingston Welch, No. 1'4:,563 of the year 1890,
"but subject as aforesaid the licensees shall be entitled to manufacture all
" forms of pneumatic tyres heretofore manufactured by them under the name

10 "or title of ' Clincher 'I'yres,' and shall be entitled to make such modifications
" in the form of the rims and in the sections of the covers as may be necessary
" to meet the public requirements and to keep up the trade in the <Ctincher
" ~ 'I'yres,' and no proceedings for infringement of the said Letters Patent
" mentioned in the first and second schedules hereto, or of any Letters Patent

15 "the property of the licensors or either of them, shall be commenced against
" the li.censees or any purchaser from them in respect of any <Olincher Tyres'
" manufactured by them prior to the 1st day of May last." Then clause 11 is
about taking proceedings, and clause 12 is that the licensors shall at their own
expense do what is necessary to maintain and prosecute actions under certain

20 conditions. Then clause 13 is that the licensees shall not dispute the validity
of the Patent, and clause 14 is: "The licensees shall not assign or transfer the
" licence granted by these presents or either of them to any person or Oompany,
" other than their successors in business, or grant any sub-licence to any person
" or persons or Company."

25 I have said that it appears to me that clause 2, having regard to what is said
in clause 4, begins by a general licence. Clause 3 has a double object. It
exempts from royalty. It is for the benefit, so far, of the licensees; and it
Iimits the generality by forbidding what I think might otherwise have been
done under the general licence. It is to be observed that, under clause 4, the

30 royalties are payable in respect of the things manufactured and sold, and that
expression occurs more than once, and was a good deal dwelt upon by the
Plaintiffs in their argument as to the true construction to be put upon this.

As to the first question, I think that the true meaning of the Agreement is
that the goods sold under the licence must be manufactured by the licensees,

35 but I also think that they are not the less manufactured by them within the
meaning of the clause if they are manufactured for them by a third party, and
a price is paid for that. I think that the argument was put too strongly on behalf
of the Defendants when it was said that they might buy anywhere from infringers
and sell again, but the agreement with Michelin &; Co. is an agreement with

40 persons, who are themselves entitled to make, and it is an agreement for
Michelin &: Co. to make as agents for the Defendants, I agree that the question
is far from being free from difflculty, but I think this is no manufacture'
by them within the meaning of the licence.

Then as to the second point taken, which turns on clause 10, namely, that the
45 licensees shall not manufacture or sell tyres constructed after the invention of

Welch, I cannot avoid seeing, looking at this Agreement-and that i~ why'
I referred particularly to clause 5 as well as to clause lU-that the ~parties

had in yontemplation and must have considered that at the date of this
licence there was a Welch invention which could be distinguished from the

50 Bartlett invention, otherwise the provisions would seem to be most extraordi
nary. Under clause 5 there are persons referred to who are already licensed
to use the Welch Patent, and there are provisions containedfor inducing .them
to corne to aome terms. Then as to clause 10 a good deal of argument was
directed to 'saying that I ought not to read that as Lin' fact being a Iimit upon

55 the generality of the previous licence, but that I ought to read it solely having
regard to the words which occur afterwards in the clause; that the cl~.n~e was
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intended for the benefit of the Defendant Company, and it should be confined
to the precise subject-matter of that clause.' But I cannot read it in that
way. The words at the beginning of the clause are: "The licensees shall
" not manufacture or sell tyres constructed after the invention of Welch, but,
"subject as aforesaid, they shall be entitled to manufacture "-putting it 5
shortly-as they had manufactured Uiincher tyres before. This clause was,
I suppose, put in in order to obviate possible questions arising between the
parties as to whether things which had been theretofore manufactured by the
Defendants were made in accordance with the Bartlett Patent or not, and in
effect the clause is, speaking generally: All things which you have heretofore LO
manufactured as Ciincher tyres you may go on manufacturing, and you may
alter the forms of r ims and sections of the covers as therein mentioned, but it is
all subject to this, that you must not manufacture or sell tyres constructed after
the invention of Welch; you may manufacture according to Bartlett; all the
things that you have done shall bedeemed to be within Bartlett, but you must 15
not manufacture according to the invention of lVelch. What the effect of that
clause is, really and trulyvmust depend upon evidence, and it may be something
very small indeed, because there is an undoubted right under the licence to
manufacture Clincher tyres, and to manufacture according to the Bartlett
Patent, but it is possible that proof may be afforded that, although manufactured 20
within the Bartlett Patent and being in accordance with it, it is also manu
factured in accordance with another invention which the parties had in mind
at the time when they entered into this agreement-namely, the Welch Patent.
What sort of'controversv that may lead to I will not venture to prognosticate,
but I can see this very clearly, that the Defendants start wi th this-" We are 25
" allowed to manufacture in accordance with the Bartlett Patent; what you, our
" opponents, have to show is, that we have taken something, in addition to or
" apart from the Bartlett Patent, which is constructed after the invention of
" T¥elch within the meaning of the Agreement."

Then there is a short point which turns on clause 14. I do not think that 30
the agreement which has been made with Messrs. .J:fichelin &; 00. does amount
to a sub-licence or to an assignment. As I read it, it is really an agreement to
act as manu~_~l1!rip..Km~g~nts and to be remunerated partly by payment of a
share of certain profits.' I cannot say that that is a licence. I am quite disposed
to accede to the argument, which was addressed to me, that the meaning of a 35
sub-licence is a licence to somebody to do something which, without it, he
would not be entitled to do, but that does not apply to the present case at all,
and the acts are outside the area within which a sub-licence would be granted.

Terrell, K.O., then applied for leave to amend hyadding to the Reply and
Defence to counterclaim the paragraphs set out above and numbered (17) to 40
(21); and a discussion ensued as to the terms on which amendment should be
allowed and as to the adjournment necessitated by the amendment.

BYRN.E,J.; allowed the amendment on the terms of the Plaintiffs paying in
any. event the costs thrown a way." He also pointed out that the decisions
on the two points of construction were given at the request of the parties and 45
on admissions by the parties, ana. that if it were intended to appeal on these
points theexact form of the admissions should .be settled between the parties
subject to ,application to the Court if necessary. Tllt.imately it was ordered that
the case should stand over and keep its place in the list, but not come in for
hearing until mentioned again. 50

On the 26th of November 1903 Bousfield, 1(.0., mentioned the case, saying that
there had been a question as to whether the tyres complained of were or were not

* The exact terms of the Order finally made as to costs appear at the end of the report of the
trial.
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made according to Welch as well as according to the Bartlett Patent, but that
since the amendment was made the Plaintiffs had given notice that they did
not intend to offer any evidence on that branch of the case, and that practically,
for their own reasons, they had dropped the charge of infringement of the

f) Welch Patent. He stated that he presumed that the Plaintiffs would not go to
the Court of Appeal 011 the question of the construction of clause 10 after
offering no evidence, but he now asked th~ Plaintiffs to make that clear.

Terrell, K.C.-AII I can say is that we took a point of law, which we
cannot support by the facts. We cannot give any evidence about it; so that

10 we are not going at all on clause 10. My friend need not fear any further
trouble about that.

Bousfield, I{.C.-After that statement I shall not put in any answer to their
amended pleading; the other point was there before practically.

Terrell, K.C.-You need not trouble about it at all. It would make it simpler
la if we struck out our amendment altogether.

BYRNE, J.-Yes, all the amendrnent.
Terrell, K.C.-There are only t\VO points now left for the Court of Appeal to

deal with. Then, of course, there is this further-the Defendants have a
Counterclalm and a defence of estoppel. I do not know whether they intend

20 to go on with those.
Bousfield, K.C.-Yes, we must offer some evidence.
The day on which the case should come on again was then fixed.
'I'he hearing was continued on the 3rd of December l~ O:t
Cripps, K.C., for the Defendants.c-As to the Defence, the estoppel pleaded in

25 paragraph 7 might become important, although the major point has been decided
in the Defendants' favour. [The correspondence between the parties was put
in and the licence to the Clipper OUlnlJarty.] As to the Counterclaim, the Defen
dants will prove that they have sold the numbers of tyre mentioned in clause ~

of the licence, and the restriction on the grant of licences by the Plaintiffs there-
30 fore became operative, and the Plaintiffs were not entitled to grant any licence

after the licence to the Clipper Compare), vVe allege that there have been
important and constant breaches by the Plaintiffs of this provision. In view of
the decision on the construction of the Iicence, paragraph 1 of the Particulars
becomes imrnaterial : but paragraph 12 of the Counterclaim and the Particulars

35 in reference thereto are material. [Paragraphs 2" i3" and 4 of the Particulars were
referred to.] 'I'he decision on the construction of the Iicence does not affect para
graphs a and 4, for it has been held that the acts of the Defendants were justified
because Michelin & Oo, were their agents, and not on the general ground of
importation being permissible. The Plaintiffs by their Defence to the Counter-

40 claim object that all necessary parties are not before the Court. [Terrell, K.C.
An injunction is asked for by the Counterclaim.] I should ask for an iriquiry as to
damages : an injunction would not be necessary. The Plaintiffs say that they .
have since the licence to the Defendants only licensed the CliJJ1Jer CO'mral~lI,

and they do not admit tho facts alleged in paragraph 2 of the Particulars. The.
45 Defendants do not. complain as to the racing cars. Their point is that the

Plaintiffs have as a practice licensed persons to use tyres on application. and
they have got more than if the tyres were sold by the Defendants or the
Clipper COlnpany. Paragraphs 17 to 21 of the Defence to the Counterclaim
have now been. struck oat. [ llTalter.-But on an admission that without them

fiO the pleadings were wide enough to cover the point raised thereby as to sub
licences.] The Defendants do not abandon any part of their Counterclaim, but
as to part j t is really alternative.

Witnesses were then called on behalf of the Defendants, includingMessrs~
H. P. Salsbury, O. Siebart Stu art, late manager of the Defendants, and

55 certain witnesses called as to the matters alleged in paragraph 3 of the
Particulars.
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Bousfield, K.C., for the Defendants.-By the Counterclaim, there are two
classes of acts complained of; first, tyres of foreign manufacture have been
brought into this country and taken to the Plaintiff's' office and stamped
as being licensed; secondly, tyres of foreign manufacture have been taken
to Fenton ill Paris and stamped as being licensed for use in this country. We 5
do not now complain of genuine tyres made by Michel/in & 00. for the Cl'ipper ,
OOlnpany under their licence. When the Defendants began to work with
llfichelin &: c« instead of the Clipper Cornpany doing so, Michelin &: 00.
undertook not to send tyres into this country; but, after the agreement between
.i.l1ichelin &; (0. and the Clipper Company lapsed, persons got tyres",-hich were 10
not manufactured for the Clipper Compamu, and got them stamped by Fenton
with the st.rmp used during the existence of the agreement-that is to say, with
the words "Ulipper Tyres, manufactured by licence of the Dunlop Company."
The Plaintiffs well knew what Fenton was doing, and sent persons to him for
that purpose. As to the first point, a regular practice has grown up of 15
the Plaintiffs stamping any tyres taken to them on payment of a royalty.
[Oertain correspondence which, the Plaintiffs. contended, authorised this
was referred to.] The letters were not dealing with a regular practice,
but only a particular situation. The Defendants are entitled to say that,
apart from any specific direction that may have been given by them, the 20
Plaintiffs could not grant any licence. [BYRNE, J.-Substantially what
the Defendants want is a declaration ?] Yes, a declaration that the Plaintiffs
are not entitled to licence tyres other than those made by themselves or
their licensees.

Terrell, K.C , for the Plaintiffs.-First, as to the construction to be put on 25
clause ~ of the licence. Letters Patent are a prohibition against other people
manufacturing, selling, or using the invention. Under clause 8 the Plaintiffs
were only to grant one further licence to manufacture or sell. It must be so
read, and cannot prohibit licences to use, otherwise the result would be that on
a sale by the Plaintiffs no licence to use could be given. The effect would be 30
that the first sale of a tyre by the Plaintiffs would be a licence to use, and they
could not sell another tyre. Such a construction is impossible. The Defendants
say that neither the Plaintiffs nor the Ciipper Comparut can import into and
sell in this country, for that would be granting a licence to use. However, on
the facts, the Plaintiffs told the Defendants in July 1899 that they were going 35
to pnt a penalty royalty on unlicensed tyres brought into this country, and the
Defendants have raised no objection until now. What is complained of was
acquiesced in; but I submit also that the Plaintiffs are entitled to do what they
have done. If anyone is infringing by an imported tyre, the Plaintiffs say:
We will licence you to use it if you pay a penalty royalty. [BYRYE, J.-Or 40
any royalty?J Yes, I must go as far as that. The Plaintiffs also get an under
taking not to infringe. In clause 12 the word "desirable" shows that it was
not contemplated that every infringer should be sued. The Plaintiffs were not
bound to sue for infringement in the cases complained of. [BYRNE, J.-The
Plaintiffs would be ex !Jost facto giving a licence to use. Is that contemplated P] 45
Yes. [BYRNE, J.-In th it way they could licence any tyres made abroad.]
They are not bound to sue, but, as a fact, in the cases before the Court they'
did threaten, and were right in doing so. So that, as to paragraph 2 of. the
Particulars, the Plaintiffs only claim a reasonable right, and they say that the
Defendants acquiesced. As to paragraph 3, Fenton was not the Plaintiffs' 50
agent. ; and it is not shown that the Clipper COlnlJany have done anything
which they have no right to do, and, if they have, that gives no right. of
action against the Plaintiffs. ..

F. c. B(tl~sley was called as a witness On behalf of the Plaintiffs, and, 'stated
the course. which the Plaintiffs took with regard to infringenieptai.r~.~B ·..·{)a
evidence WIll be found referred to in the judgment.
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Walter summed up the Plaintiffs' case on the Counterclaim.-Clause 8 of the
licence leaves the Plaintiffs unfettered as regards their own acts; the licence
must be construed with regard to the business point of view. The Plaintiffs
are left free to have their tyres made where and by whom they please. The

5 Clipper ()oJnpany have in fact never manufactured; they have got tyres from
Michelir~ & 00. and others; aud the Counterclaim is really a claim that the
Clipper Oompany are not entitled to do that. [The facts as to paragraph 3 of
the Particulars were referred to.] It is not proved that the Plaintiffs were in
any way concerned in what was done. As to the English branch of the case,

10 the Plaintiffs have not deprived themselves of the right of settling with
infringers; clause 12 governs cases of infringement. The case was opened for
the Defendants as founded on a practice of giving licences by the Plaintiffs;
that, however, is not warranted by the facts proved. Settling with an infringer
is not giving a licence within clause R. A licence to manufacture implies the

15 right of sale and use; but a licence to sell does not imply necessarily the right
of manufacture; also a licence to sell implies granting the right to use. 'I'here
is under clause ~ no fetter on the Plaintiffs granting licences to use. It is said
that the Plaintiffs must not take damages and allow the use of a tyre to continue;
but they are not bound to sue at all for infringement. There has been a fair

20 and bona fide exercise of the Plaintiffs' rights and not an underhand method of
granting licences.

Bousfield, K.C., in reply.-'" Manufacture and. sell" in the licence includes
.., use and exercise," and vice versa. One must read in all the four words in
clause 8. But then, if the word" and" is not read as "or," the Plaintiffs

25 may contend that all the rights are not included in a licence granted, and so they
might grant any number of licences to sell and not manufacture. The
Plaintiffs are not entitled to say that, although they cannot grant the whole
rights, they can grant anyone. On the facts, I submit that the Plaintiffs have
not limited themselves to granting licences to use-in Salsbury's case there

30 was sale as well-and, moreover, they have not put any restrictions as to sale
on the infringers.

BYRNE, J.-In this case I have questions arising on the Counterclaim to
dispose of. There are two matters, and one is with respect to certain acts done
to foreign tyres by or through Mr. Fenton, the agent of the Ol1:pper Oompany

i~5 in Paris. What has been done is that persons have bought tyres in Paris, and
have gone to Mr. Fenton in Paris, and have got him for a payment to stamp on
the words, "Olippe;;'1 Tyres, manufactured under licence from the Dunlop
"Oonzpany." 'I'his part of the case I think 1 may dispose of quite shortly.
I may say, however, in passing, that the real nature of the act done was a sale

40 to Mr. .Fenton, and a re-sale by him, the difference in the purchase money really
denoting the difference between the English price and the French price. Now
Lrnay dispose of this part of the case by saying that the Defendants have failed
to prove that the Dunlop Cumpanyare in any way responsible for the acts of
the Clipper Company, or of the agent of the Clipper Oompany, Mr. Fenton,

45 I think, after hearing the e-vidence of the Defendants, it is perfectly clear that
the acts complained of have been committed by the Olipper Oompany through
their agent, Mr. Fenton, and the utmost that can be said against the Dunlop
Uornpany in respect of these matters would be that they have to a certain
extent known of this being done, that thev admit that they think it is a justifiable

50 proceeding, and that they wrote a letter in which, in substance, they advised
some customer, or person applying to them, to take the course of applying to
Mr.Fenton~ the Cl11Jper Oompany's agent in Paris, as to what to do. Well, that
is not .sufficient. In my opinion the Plaintiffs have failed on the evidence to show

• that the Defendants are responsible for the acts in respect of which they seek relief.
55' ,The othermatter standa on a different footing. The averment in paragraph 2

of the Counterclaim is that the Plaintiffs have" Iicensed the use in thin oountry
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" of the tyres (for vehicles and cycles) of foreign manufacture imported into
" this country upon motor vehicles and otherwise," and then Particulars are
given of two cases of which the Defendants complain, There is a third, I
think, referred to afterwards in some further Particulars. Then I will refer to
what is said in the Reply. Paragraph 13 is : "As to the matters alleged in [)
" paragraph 2 of the Particulars, the Plaintiffs do not admit any of the matters
" alleged therein. The Plaintiffs have in the case of races held in this country
" permitted as art act of courtesy vehicles with infringing tyres upon them to
"be used in this country upon condition that such vehicles were taken out
" of this country after the race. The Plaintiffs have, in other cases, where 10
" purchasers of cars hall imported cars with infringing tyres upon them into
" this country, settled their claims for damages for infringement of Patent
" against such persons by reselling to the infringers the lyres which would
" have had to be delivered up to the Plaintiffs as infr-ingements. If in either
" of the cases referred to in paragraph 2 of the Particulars persons have been L5
" allowed to retain infringing tyres (which is not admitted) such persons were
" allowed to retain the same under the circumstances aforesaid." With reference
to the case of vehicles brought here for races, we have nothing to do with that;
no evidence has been gone into, and I do not understand that any complaint
has been made with respect to that matter. But nndoubtedly the Plaintiffs 20
have, when it has been called to their attention that there were infringing tyres
brought into this country, used their best endeavours to find out and deal with
such cases. It is common ground between the parties that it is alike the duty
and the interest of the Dunlop ComjJany to put a stop to such infringements.
It is also admitted on the part of the North British Rubber Oompans) that it is 25
advantageous that-if I may use the expression-too severe an exercise of a
Patentee's right to press things to a conclusion in every accidental case would
be most injurious as well to themselves as to the Dunlop Oomparu}, Now see
what happens. Since the year 1889, according to the evidence which I have
heard to-day, not more than 300 cases or thereabouts of any such dealings have ;~O

happened, but, taking the class of cases with which we are dealing, ill about
ten cases or thereabouts-the witness, Mr. Baisley, could not bind himself of
course to exact figures in any way, but he says speaking to the best of his
belief-in about ten cases there has been a voluntary coming to the Dunlop
Cornpanu, and a request to have tyres, which have been acquired abroad, :~5

licensed for use in this country, and what has been done then is this-whether
the Company find it out for themselves, or whether tb.e individual comes
and asks to be allowed to use this tyre, it is dealt with on this footing. They
say, " Is this an intentional infringement"? They consider the circumstances
of each case, and they do not consider themselves bonnd to issue a writ and 40
to get an injunction in the case of every gentleman who happens to bring
a tyre from abroad into this country, but they consider themsel ves justified
in taking from such persons a certain payment which they call a penalty
royalty, and an acknowledgment or undertaking.' 'I'he acknowledgment is:
". I have .infringed and have handed you"· so' niuch-the one before me 45
now is 3l.-" to cover damages and costs in respect of such infringement,
" and I hereby undertake that I will not at any time hereafter import, deal
", in; sell, or use tyres which infringe the said 'Letters Patent." .It appears
tome that that is, so long as it is fairly used, a most proper 'Yay of dealing
with cases that the Plaintiffs think are what I may term innocent infringements- 50
that is to say, not tyres imported from abroad for the purpose of being sold and
dealt with in this country, but tyres that generally come over used or partly
llsec:l~lp()n~ars~h(1~!Iavebeen used ubroad, SQmetimesagentleman takes.his..
car abroad. arid lie has to replace his' tyres with foreign tyres. Of course there '
are many different ways in which the matter could arise, but it is deposed to 55
by Mr. <Baisley that in no case have they ever given a licence or permission to
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anybody to bring tyres into this country. The case is not the case that
I rather gathered was sought to be made on the opening, that a practice was
indulged in by the Dunlop Compr:tny, which if pursued, would materially
interfere with the trade and business of the English manufacturers, including the

5 North British Rubber Oompany, in this country. They are in rather a curious
position about the matter, because in 1899 this course of dealing was called
distinctly to the attention of the North British. Rubber Oompany, and they
were told that the Dunlop Oomparu) proposed to take this course, and although
it may be that they did not anticipate that these cases would occur in any

10 very large number, from that time forward till some time in the year 1902
-I think in November-they took the stand that they did not approve of
this practice. It is said, and truly said, that they have not given an indefinite
leave to the Dunlop Oornpany to go on always f'ollowing the practice that
theretofore had been followed, and that they were entitled to insist upon

15 their legal rights as from the time when they dissented from that course being
pursued. The question is whether, in what has been done, and so long as it is
confined to cases similar to those which have been proved before me, and which
have been mentioned by Mr. Baisley, that is an infringement of the licence
granted. Really and truly it is a step for the protection of the invention-a

20 compromise on terms that are as good as the undertaking which would be
exacted by the Oourt in a case of an infringement, and not insisting upon the
delivery up of the goods, which would have been ordered to b(~ delivered up
by the Court had the matter been gone through. Having regard to this, that it
would and did occasion intense unpopularity amongst the persons who use

25 these tyres-amongst the customers of both the Plaintiff Company and the
Defendant Company and others, when the rights of the Dunlop Company in
respect of this Patent were insisted upon very strongly-I mean insisted upon
in numbers of cases in which they pressed the matter on to injunction
in the view I take, the method proved before rne is a fair and reasonable

30 way of dealing with cases of infringement, and the case differs altogether from
any course of business where tyres manufactured abroad were licensed for use
in England for cornmercial purposes, or to an extent which would be likely to
invade the trade of the North British Rubber Compo.nu.

Under these circumstances I do not think that a case has been made out
35 for granting damages for what bas been done. Curiously enough-and that

shows the position of matters -an injunction was asked for, but at the Bar it
was stated the injunction was not wanted, and, I think, rather at my suggestion
whether the Defendants would like a declaration, they stated that they would like
a declaration, HO that I have taken that into consideration as well, but I do not

40 think I could grant a declaration unless what had been proved was shown to
be a case giving rise to the necessity for making such a declaration. Conse
quently it does not become necessary fur me to consider the point that has been
argued on the construction of the licence itself, and I must not be understood
to have expressed an opinion upon that matter of construction either the one

·4:5 way or the other, because I can see that it is quite possible that the matter may
be raised in an entirely new W~.~T, or it may disappear altogether. I think,
under the circumstances, I ought to refuse the relief asked. for in this case on
the Counterclaim.

The action was dismissed with costs, including in the costs of the Defendants
50 the costs of and occasioned by the Plaintiffs' application to amend, and any

costs thrown away in consequence of it. The Counterclaim was dismissed with
costs and a set-off directed.

The Plaintiffs appealed, and the Defendants served notice that, "on the
" hearing of the Plaintiffs' appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Byrne in

56 "this action, in the event of the Court of Appeal reversing the judgment of
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" Mr Justice Byrne upon the claim as to the construction of the licence of
".the 23rd of July 1896, the Defendants will contend that they are entitled to
"succeed upon their Counterclaim, and will" ask that the judgment of Mr.
" Justice Byrne upon the Counterclaim may be reversed." The Plaintiffs
applied to the Court of Appeal to set aside this notice as irregular and ;)
embarrassing, but the application was refused.

The appeals came on. for hearing on the 1st of March] 904.
The same Counsel appeared as in the Court below.
Terrell, K.C., for the Appellants in the first appeal, that of the Plaintiffs.~

The question on this appeal is whether under i.he terms of their licence the 10
Defendants can import tyres from abroad and sell them here. In form the
action is for infringement, because the Plaintiffs contend that only a restricted
licence is granted, and that, so far as the Defendants' acts are outside the
licence, the Defendants are infringers. [The facts were stated.J The licence
is only to manufacture and sell; but the Defendants do not manufacture 15
the tyres complained of, but have entered into an Agreement with Michelin &;
00., and the Defendants sell tyres made by them. 'I'he present state of things
is different from that at the time of the licence, motor-car tyres not being
then contemplated in fixing the royalty. [The Agreement of theIst of
May 1896 was read, and also the assignment of the Patent and the licence of the 20
23rd of July 1896.J Clause 8 of the licence forbids the Iicensors to grant any
other licence except as therein mentioned. The licence is treated as a personal
one. [STIRLING.. L.J.-Could the Plaintiffs grant another licence to sell and
not manufacture?J The Plaintiffs must be entitled to licence purchasers from
them to sell. Clauses 8 and 14 work together; under clause 14 the licensees are 25
not to bring in other persons either as assignees or sub-licensees. Su bject as
therein mentioned, the Plaintiffs and Defendants were together to have the
working of the Patent. Clause 14 is not inserted as a matter of course in
drawing a licence. It depends whether the royalty is the main thing or other
matters-e.g... controlling the trade. A Patenteecan make what restrictions he 30
pleases as to locality, user, or otherwise. The licence deals with ~'manufacturing

"and selling," and the royalty is on tyres "lnanufactured and sold." One
question is whether the Defendants were entitled to make Michelin. &; Go. their
agents for manufacture, The Plaintiffs, however, contend that this is not the
real effect of the Agreement between the Defendants and Michelin &; 00. [The 35
Agreement was referred to.] The provision that iJfichelin & 00. shall take back
unsold tyres is important. The Defendants make themselves the selling agents
of Michelin. &; 00. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-In an ordinary licence -does
"manufacture and sale" mean on the licensee's own premises rJ It means by
his own servants. In this licence "manufacture" means" manufacture by 40
"themselves." [STIRLING, L.J.~The Defendants are a Corporation and must
act by agents.J I submit that the licence is meant to be personal, and that the
Agreement with Michelin &; Co. is a sub-licence. The manufacture must be by
the Defendants; they cannot go and buy tyres where they like. A licence is
something that gives a person some of the profit and advantage of the Patent; 45
here Michelin &; 00. are given some of the profit of the Patent. [The judgment
was read.J Really the Defendants buy the tyres from Michelink 00. at a
French port, dividing the profits with Michelin &; Co. The words" manufacture
" and sell " are contradistinguished from" purchase and sell." It would be
curious if the Defendants were within the licence if they bought abroad, but not 50
if they bought in England. [STIRLING, L.J.-Could not the Defendants employ
any firm in Eriglandt6 mannfactnre for them?] The manufacturers would be
infr-ingers. [SrrJRLI~G, L.J.-If the Defendants employed them to manu
facture as agents for them?J The Defendants may manufacture by their
servants, but not by agents in this way. [VAUQ'HAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-I am' 55
disposed to agree if the person who makes could sue for goods sold and delivered
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as opposed to 'York and labour done.J Under this Agreement Michelin & 00.
could only sue for goods sold and delivered. [COZENS-HARDY, L.J.-A licence
legalises that which would be illegal; an injunction against infringement
restrains the Defendants, his servants, and agents.] Yes, but it is possible to

5 limit a licence so as not to cover manufacture by agents, and I submit that is the
case here. The substance of the Agreement with Michelin &- 00. must be
regarded. [Dixon v. LondfJn 6Ymall Arms 00. (L.R. 1 App. Cas. 632) was
mentioned.]

OrilJl1s, K.C., and Bousfield, K.C., for the Respondents.-It was held in that case
10 that the defendants were contractors, not agents. In the licence here clause 2

contains a general grant. Clause i\ does not interfere with that generality; it
makes a special exemption from royalty, As to clause 4, no question has arisen
on it as to royalties; it is common form. Whatever construction may be put
on it, it does not cut down the grant. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-Could you

15 buy and export?] Yes, that does not matter to the licensor. As to the words
" manufacture and sell" in clause 4, probably they should be read" manufacture
" or sell," but in any case the grant is not affected. [V.A.UGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.,
referred to " manufacture " in clause 3.J But for that clause the royalty would
be payable on tyres therein referred to. Clause 8 shows that the wish of the

20 licensors was that the Defendants should sell as largely as possible. As regards
clause 14, it cannot be said that the Defendants have sub-licensed Micheiin &- 00.,
who are abroad. Really the only point made is that the royalty clause points
to some limitation. As to the construction of the Agreement with J.l1.ichelin &; 00.,
we submit that the judgment is right. [VAUGHAN 'VILLIAMS, L.J.-I do not

25 think there is anything in the sub-licence point. But if Byrne, 'J., was right as
to the limitation of clause 2, I am not sure that what has been done under your
agreement with Michelin &- 00. was justified by the li.cence.] We submit that.
.clause 3 in 110 way cuts down clause 2. [STIRLING, L.J.-lf the Defendants
pay the royalty, they could manufacture here and sell abroad without the

30 restrictions of clause 3?] Yes, clause 3 only operates to exempt from royalty.
[VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L ..l., referred to the passage in the judgment of Byrne,
J., commencing "I pause here."] Clause 4 is said to introduce "manufacture
"and sale" into clause 2, but we su bmit "use and exercise" are in themselves
the widest possible terms. As to the royalty, we have paid on all tyres dealt in'.

35 [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-1'he measure of the royalty is "manufactured and
"sold." [COZENS-HARDY, L.J.--At the end of clause 4 the words are" manu
"factured or sold."] In a licence" manufacture" primd facie includes manufac
ture by agents. Here the penalty in case the Defendants did not manufacture
and sell as many as possible is important. It is contended for the Plaintiffs

40 that there is a restriction in this licence on the class of agents. " Manufacture
,.. and sell" are the common-form words in a royalty clause, even in the case
of an exclusive licence.

Terrell, K.C., replied.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-In my judgment, the licence granted by

45 the second clause, which is what we have to deal with, is a full licence,
and there is nothing to restrict it at all. The words are, "rrhe licensors do
"hereby: grant unto the licensees full licence under the Letters Patent men
"tioned in the second schedule hereto to use and exercise the invention
"protected by the said Letters Patent during the term of such Letters Patent."

50 It seems to me that, if there had been nothing else at all in this licence, these
words" use and exercise" would have enabled the licensees to exercise all the
powers under the Letters Patent; they would be entitled to use, exercise, and
also to make and vend.

Then, that being so, the suggestion is made that, notwithstanding the generality
55 of that clause in the licence, it is cut down by what follows. Mr. Justice

Byrne takes the view that it is cut down by clause 3. I confess I cannot
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agree in that view. All that clause 3 does is to relieve the licensees from
payment of a royalty in the particular case of manufacturing the goods for
export abroad provided that the goods are marked "NotIicensed for use in the
" United Kingdom," or other similar words. But Mr. Justice Byrne does not
take that view. He says in his judgment, " I pause here for one moment to say 5
" that any possible question that might have been raised as to the generality of
" the terms of clause 2 by reason of the absence of the words ' manufacture and
" , sale '-the words being simply' use and exercise '--is entirely got rid of by
" the reference in clause 4 to 'manufacture or sale' under clause 2." So far I
follow him and understand it. '''Therefore if clause 2 'stood alone, it would be 10
" simply a general licence conferring, I imagine, all such right as a Patentee
" can give to a licensee." So far I still agree with Mr. Justice Byrne. Then
COUles, "Clause 3, however, obviously limits to some extent what might be
'" done by a general licensee, having no terms imposed on him, because I
" apprehend that, under agenera] licence, he would be entitled to sell abroad, and 15
" the goods might come back again into England after he had sold them abroad;
"and I think that that forms one limit to the generality of the preceding
"words." I do not agree with that. It seems to me that the only effect of
clause 3 is not to limit the generality of the licence, but to relieve the licensees
from the payment of royalties in the particular case upon certain express con- 20
ditions, That being so, the learned Judge passes on to the additional clauses, and
afterwards continues, " I have said it appears to me that clause 2, having regard to
" what is said in clause 4, begins by a general licence. Clause 3 has a double object.
" It exempts from. royalty. It is for the benefit, so far, of the licensees, and it
" limits the generality by forbidding what I think might otherwise have been 25'
" done under the general licence. 'I'his is to be-observed, that under clause 4: the
" royalties are payable in respect of the things manufactured and sold, and that
" expression occurs more than once, and was a good deal dwelt upon hy the'
" Plaintiffs, naturally, in their argument." Then the learned Judge goes on,
"As to the first question, I think that the true meaning of this Agreement 30
" is that the goods sold under the licence must be manufactured by the licensees,
" I also think that they are not the less manufactured by them within the meaning
" of the clause if they are manufactured for them by a third party and a price is
" paid for that." If I took the same view that the learned J udge does apparently
there as to the generality of the licence being limited by the user, in these 35
clauses, of the words "manufactured and sold," I do not think that I should
agree with him that in such a case the mere purchase in a shop or from a maker
came within the words controlling the licence. But I do not agree really in the
first stage of this. I do not think that when these words "manufactured and
"sold," as they appear in all these various clauses, are looked at, they. are 40
intended or should be allowed in any way to control the general grant
in clause 2. I think that these words are only used for the purpose
of the measure of that upon which the royalty is to be paid; and I
think they are not intended in any way to limit the grant. It is quite plain
that, generally speaking, these words "manufacture and sell" would form a 45
complete and convenient measure of the royalties to be paid. It is not intended
that a royalty should be paid under this licence if the licensees simply manu
facture and keep something for themselves. What is practically intended is that,
if they manufacture, and sell they should pay, and that is why these words are
introduced here. It would have been better if the words had run "manufac... 50
" tured or sold," but they do not. They run here" manufactured and sold," but
I think that really one ought to read the words here as if they' had been
"manufactured or sold." As Lord Justice Oozens...Hardy has pointed out, at
the end of clause 4 you find the very words "manufactured or sold,"
and they are used in respect of the identical subject-matter, the measure of 55
the royalty.
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Under these circumstances, I think we ought to hold that the general licence
granted by clause 2 is not cut down by these words to which our attention has
been called and the effect of that will be that we must, under those c-ircum
stances, support the judgment of .1\1r. Justice Byrne, although, as far as I am

5 concerned, not quite upon the same grounds as the learned Judge puts it.
STI~LING, L.J.--I am of the sarne opinion. The first question is as to the

meaning of the words '·use and exercise" in the second clause of the licence.
By that clause the licensors, who are the owners of the Patent, granted to the
licensees full licence under the Pajent to use and exercise the invention protected

10 by the Patent. N ow the grant, by tho Crown, which is contained in a Patent, is a
grant to "make, use, exercise, and vend the invention." Only two words are
used in the licence-'" use and exercise ,: ; but it seems to me quite plain on the
licence itself that the four words were meant to be included, and that the
licence is to be read just as fully in favour of the licensees as if had run " to

15 "make, use, exercise, and vend the invention protected by the Letters Patent."
I come to that conclusion, first of all, because the language of clause 2 is "full
., licence under the Patent"-not intended to be a limited licence-and, secondly,
because it is quite plain from the language of clause 4 that "manufacture and
" sale" were intended to be amongst the matters which were to be authorised

20 by the licence.
Then we come to this question-is there any limit introduced into this wide

grant in clause 2 by the use of the words " manufactured and sold" in clause 4 r
I think not. In the first place, I agree with what has been said by my Lord
that clause 3 does not limit the grant; that the object of. it is simply in the

25 particular circumstances to exempt from the payment of royalties, not to limit
the operation of the grant; and I also think that the true meaning of clause 4 is
not to limit the operation, even as regards royalties, in the way in which I was at
first inclined to read it. I think that the ro yalty is not confined to tyres which
are both manufactured and sold by the licensees, but that really the word" and"

30 there ought to be read as " or" in substance. I say so because I think that is agree
able to the general scope of the licence. If the full words ~, make, use, exercise, and
,,, vend the invention" had been found in clause 2, " and" there would certainly
not have meant that the licensees were to do a combination of all those four things
together, but that the licence intended them to be done separately, and that

35 whether the invention was used by itself, or exercised by itself, or made by
itself, or vended by itself, it was within the scope of the licence. Equally it
seems to me that in clause 4, whether the tyres are manufactured or whether
they are sold, royalties are to be paid for them. 'I'hat makes the whole scheme
of the licence fit together, and does justice between the parties.

40 But I must add, for myself, that even supposing the true construction were
that " use and exercise" were simply" manufactured and sold," and that" and"
were to be read in the strict literal meaning, I still think that the judgment of
the learned Judge is correct. I think that the licensees were entitled to manu
factuE~_",~~Y,~Jl~iI'agents,and upon the documents which are in evidence-before

45 us, T cannot come to any other conclusion than that Michelin &;- 00., the French
manufacturers, were for this purpose agents of the licensees.

COZENS-HARDY, L.J.-I am of the same opinion. Mr. Justice Byrne
decided against the Plaintiffs on two grounds. First, that the licensees may
lUanufa(3tllre,}?y~nagent,and is not bound to manufacture at his own works.

50 I agree-wfflt'that proposition. He also held that Ll1ichell>n & 00. were agents of
the licensees. I certainly do not desire to be considered as in way dissenting
from that conclusion, although I do not think it necessary or desirable to
express a positive opinion upon that point. I prefer to base my judgment upon
the broader ground pointed out by my Lord. It seems to me that the generality

55 of the grant contained in clause ~ cannot properly be cut down by referring to
the language in the royalty clause.
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Cripps, K.C.-The appeal will be dismissed with costs.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-Yes.
Terrell, K.C.-May I ask your Lordship what you are going to do with the

next appeal. which is the Defendants' appeal in this case?
Or1~PPs, ]{.C.-The Defendants gave this notice :_10' Take notice that on the 5

"hearing of the Plaintiffs' appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Byrne in
"this action, in the event of the Court of Appeal reversing the judgment of
"Mr. Justice Byrne npon the Claim as to the construction of the licence of
" July 23rd 1896, the Defendants will contend th.at they are entitled to succeed
" upon their Counterclaim, and will ask that lhe judgment of Mr. Justice Byrne 10
" upon the Counterclaim may be reversed." The Defendants do not want to go
on with that at all.

Terrell; K.C.-I ask that the appeal be dismissed.
Oripps, K.C.-There are no costs involved in it.
Terrell, K.C.-There are indeed. It is a separate and totally different 15

thing.
STIRLING, L.J.-If there are any extra costs occasioned by that notice to the

Plaintiffs, the Defendants ought to bear them.
Cripps, K.C.-How can there be any extra costs involved?
Terrell, K.C.-The whole of the printing of the shorthand notes. 20
VAUflHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-You must not suppose that, even if you are right"

the whole of the printing of the shorthand writer's notes would be included in
the costs allowed.

Terrell, K.C.-The Defendants' appeal is on a totally different ground
al together. t;)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-So I understand, and there may be some trifling
costs, and .those you ought to have.

Terrell, K.C.-The "Whole of the evidence was on the cross appeal. There
was no evidence taken on the point just decided. The learned Judge treated the
matter as two cases. He heard the first case first and gave judgment upon it, ao
and then he heard the Counterclaim and gave judgment on it,

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-The Taxing Master will deal with it.
Terrell, K.C.-I understand the Plaintiffs are to have such costs as have been

occasioned by the appeal of the Defendants on the Counterclaim.
Cripps, K.C.-I cannot imagine that 'there has been anything incurred as a5

regards that. If there is anything I suppose the Defendants will have to pa~'" it.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, L.J.-Yes, the increased costs.
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